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I open this Omega Portal again and ask you to be
settled – allow your body to be settled and
comfortable and allow yourself to have no
disturbances around you during this short time that
we enter within inner space / inner dimensions /
greater dimensions, together. You have already
started because you have picked up the transcript
or you have turned on the player to listen and
already your light body and greater perceptions are
receiving the inflow of energy. Very often it can just
be energy needed at this time, to rebalance and
uplift everything. So, for you this time, you will
receive just what you need to receive in this
session.
Come with me and we journey into being within the
receiving area of the Station of Light. I have
gathered you into this space because you have
been willing to receive the information necessary,
and information is energy. Be aware that you are
putting your attention into your light energy body
here and that you have perhaps already started
communication with other Beings here. There is
always a lot goes on here in a multi-layer construct.

“We are here with you Beloved, Orem addressing
you and all of those within this Station of Light. We
are always aware of when you gather into space
and we gather you particularly into this receiving
area state so that we can help you adjust to the
energy frequency here and it also helps you to be
free of the changing energy around you in the Earthplane, affecting you emotionally, mentally or
physically, at this time. You are subjected to the
pressures that the Earth system is receiving. The
change in the magnetic energy frequency, the
change in the atmosphere and the disturbances in
the air that you breathe and perhaps even in the
water you take in. We acknowledge also your
attempts to purify the water and to purify the food
that you take into you.
We are concerned here with your energy system.
Your light body here will be strengthened and
refreshed in the energy you receive here in this
transmission. In turn you will be receiving that on all
layers of your energy system.
In the present moment here your focus is within your
light energy body. Be aware that you have
strengthened, because your light energy body here
is more in tune with the greater Source Energy of
Creation – that aspect of you that was in a greater
state of energy than you are at present in the Earth
body you have, and returning to that greater energy
state uplifts everything about your physical self,
when you allow that to occur, when you remember
that your light energy system is receiving a constant
flow of energy and information and you are required
to link with that and receive it, consciously.
This is because you have the choice, known as your
free will. You can choose when to receive the
energy. You can choose whether you will receive
the energy, or adopt a different attitude and look for
different source material to help you. Initially,
because you are here, you are receiving directly
through this system that your light energy body
responds to and resonates to in this way.

When you are ready you will find yourself drawn
closer around my energy sphere here and the
Beings who assist you. Together we will travel into
a different state of consciousness, where you are
more receptive to the higher frequency. So, you
have gone through the steps necessary to prepare
you for this. The initial steps in the receiving area
help to filter from your light body system the
elements of the Earth construct and this then allows
you the freedom to come in closer.
We move you directly into a communication
chamber where the portal is open for those we refer
to as the Star Beings to come forward around you.”
“As we observe you and we greet you here as
individual Beings of Source Light Energy, we are
tapping into the upper energy centre located within
the upper part of your chest in your physicality.
There are adjustments coming to you so you will
adapt to the different energy in the atmosphere that
surrounds you. Some of this has been polluted, as
you are aware, and there are many sensitivities
within your physical energy systems. As we observe
this, we come forward to make energy adjustments.
These will be incorporated into your physicality
systems perhaps recognised as filtration systems,
but also to align some of the energy chords to allow
a greater filtration for yourself individually
throughout your body systems.
You will be aware of the vibration in different places
around you and different food energies you take into
you. Also, be aware that with the increase in the
energy systems of you here, you will be able to
maintain a clearer energy connection. So, as well as
this energy within the upper part of your body, there
is the associated adjustment occurring in the
processing areas located throughout different
places in your body structure. We are able to
facilitate this upgrade to many places within you.
This is because you are needed to be present on
the Earth plane.

You are all awakening, or have already reconnected
to your Source Energy and your origination state
where you understood what was needed to be
brought into the Earth plane and this is being
activated because of the intense energy shift
occurring in the planetary Being. There may also be
detected an alteration in the gravitational field. Be
watchful for this. Be aware that you have the
potential to draw in the energy direct from Source
so that you can maintain a field of stability in you
and around you into many of the areas that may be
limited in the reception of the energy. You will see
when more people are becoming out of balance with
the energy. When you, yourself have received the
energy to completely balance you as you receive
the upgrades, then this is when you are able to
reach out with your intention to increase the energy
of balance and upliftment around you, and perhaps
just the intention of holding clear energy in you and
around you is sufficient.
We have drawn this to your attention and we have
provided the energy increase in your light body
systems here. It will sit well within you.”
“Orem addressing you again and I acknowledge
that assistance from those Beings. You will perceive
that the energy shifts as they withdraw and that
particular portal closes, leaving you here with me in
a communication chamber and in an event that is
occurring for you, where you may perceive you are
properly acting and receiving this energy. We
simply refer to it all as either energy or frequency,
without clearly defining any differences within the
levels of what is being presented to you. We do this
because your greater consciousness interprets and
receives what is necessary for you. We also do this
because you are present here in varying degrees of
information and receptivity and we do wish to
embrace you all in the energy and you will take the
opportunity as you recognise the particular items
that are applicable to you in this flow of energy.

We are able to give you the information that there
are types of different Beings coming forward into
this system where Earth is present. There are some
who are diverted away because it is not necessary
for them to participate in the changes and the
energy of some such Beings would disturb the
systems presently in place to serve the re-alignment
and re-positioning of Earth and the transition
phases occurring.
Every one of you has the same opportunity to
advance and to express yourself in such a way that
you can identify your placement and how you are
able to bring specific lines of energy into your
sphere of activity and environment. You may be
more aware of that sphere of energy that extends
out from you where you are located. Also be aware
that you do connect in with the greater civilisation
beginning to manifest – that crystalline light city
existence. More energy is being incorporated into
that in such a way that you present on Earth will be
drawn into it and can use it and can acknowledge
the presence of those existences. It is not for
everyone to move directly into that existence. You
are working appropriately with the level that is
available to you and which will help you move
through the changes.
We also observe there are many pockets of trauma
around the Earth planet. There is an overall
surrounding of it all with the sense of support and so
you will hear that many people are aware of this in
their own way and those who are ready will be
strengthened and will be made aware of this
support, and there are other Beings who are
presently situated or going through experiences
which seperates them from being actively taking
part in the process of change. There can always be
many such of these Beings and as they go through
their experience they can either be gently and
slowly aligned to the higher frequency, or they may
choose to leave the Earth existence. We just give
you this information to inform you of what can occur.

Through you each there is a great linkage around
the planet and the energy flows throughout and
between you all in a great communication linkup.
Frequently we come to those of you who are aware
of our presence to give you the energy which in turn
touches others to realign them if that is necessary,
or to enliven them in some way.
Now Beloved, we have delivered to you the energy
at this time that you have been needing and we
withdraw you again to return you to the receiving
area. Pause in this area to refocus your attention
into the surroundings. It can be a very joyous and
supportive state. We gently withdraw our energy to
allow you to adjust again

Orem out “
This is Lani speaking again and I give thanks to you
Orem and the Star Elders who were present, so I
bring my awareness here around you. Also, you will
be feeling the change, so allow this to flow in you
and through you. Perhaps you will feel growing
excitement and energy because you have been
uplifted into a purer level of light and reminded that
you must bathe yourself in that light, frequently, and
when you do that, you are helping many others
around you, through the energy communication link
up.
Be aware now that you are being drawn back to
reconnect fully with your physical body and the time
and the location where you are receiving this. We
quickly go into those deeper states in the other
dimensions and so it is very necessary to make sure
you are fully reconnected into the current timeline
again, drawing in all those threads of energy that
you already are adapting to and integrating. Enjoy
the process, as I enjoy bringing the energy to you
and to us all.
I close the Omega Communications Portal for this
transmission is complete, until we again are
gathered into this other state of consciousness.
Thank you all.

Lani
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